
We offer the largest and most comprehensive TV media 
coverage in expedition adventure racing. 

Our EMMY NOMINATED COVERAGE creates a vivid portal 
into this amazing experience that inspires participants and 
viewers to share in the struggle to push beyond common 
perceptions of human endurance and perserverance, and in 
turn, hopefully inspires us to get out and enjoy the outdoors. 

INTERNATIONAL MEDIA EVENT

PRIMAL QUEST ONLINE 
We assemble a highly skilled team of photo- 
graphers and journalists to report live from 
www.primalquest.org. Transmitting information 
from 8 months in advance throughout the 
event from distant course locations to friends, 
families and fans around the globe. 
50, 000 unique visitors each day.

6.5+ Million in 2015 
Primal Quest consistently delivers 
comprehensive print and onsite media.

DEMOGRAPHIC
51% Female

49% Male
71% 18-44 Yrs of Age

52% 75K+ Annual Income

Our shows have been featured on major networks throughout 
the world. Most people cannot comprehend what it is like to 
participate in Primal Quest. 

With over 110 Million past engagements, we partner with 
the best media outlets to capture and then relay that experi-
ence from the remote corners of North America to the rest of 
the world .

PRINT &
ONSITE MEDIA EVENT

8th Edition



Each team with four competitive adventurers will experience a 
10 - day multisport expedition of a lifetime. Discovering 400 km 
of epic backcountry terrain full of Mother Natures’ greatest 
challenges is guaranteed to collectively transform mind, body and 
spirit of all who compete.

GLACIER 
The spectacular and remote 
glaciated mountains of the 
coastal range require 
mountaineering survival skills 
with ice axe, crampons and 
avalanche beacons.
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ADVENTURE OF A LIFETIME

In Canada for the First Time!
In our quest to reach amazing places we discover Squamish British Columbia. 

We are eager to return to the region that hosted the iconic adventure race Eco-Challenge 20 years ago that set 
the bar on expedition adventure racing in North America.

 ‘This coastal terrain is so vast and offers so much that it has been a real indulgence to explore the region and 
discover the alluring features that will make this 2017 course beautiful and distinct. To return here is both symbolic 
and significant to the prestigious Primal Quest race' says Burton Primal Quest - Chief Adventure Officer.

We cannot wait to take you from the depths of valleys and stretches of undeveloped coastlines and pristine fjords 
to the snow and glacier covered summit peaks reaching over 3,000m(9,900ft). 

The coastal mountain range quickly reaches high above sea level and the course will reflect that terrain with 
approximately 25,00 meters (84,000 feet) of elevation gain and loss on a 400+km. For Primal Quest competiros-
there lies the challenge of an adventure of a lifetime.

DISCIPLINES

TREK
NAVIGATION
The relentless diverse terrain 
that leads from Sea to Sky is 
full of intense elevation with 
boundless route choice.
 

SEA KAYAK 
Rugged and isolated coast 
lines with intense tides. 
Weather will determine sea 
conditions that can range 
from glass flat to intense 
capsize worthy wave and 
chop.
 

WHITE WATER 
Narrow and remote braided 
river gorges with formidable 
rapids. Teams will travel 
together in a 4 person raft.

MOUNTAIN
BIKING
Teams will bike miles of scenic 
and technical single track that  
is both brutal and 
breathtaking. 
 

ROPES 
Hallmark Primal Quest 
requires a team not of the 
faint of heart to ascend 
intimidating and ominous 
rock wall faces and overhang-
ing rappels. 
 

North America’s Premier Expedition Adventure Race



BRITISH COLUMBIA
B.C. is a land of stunning diversity and contrast. Coastal 
landscapes, characterized by high, snow-covered moun-
tains rising above narrow fjords and inlets, contrast with the 
broad forested upland and high-country of the interior . 

The results of continental and alpine glaci-
ation can be seen everywhere in stark 
contrast in fjords and cirques (amphithe-
ater-shaped basins) in the mountains. 
Rivers cut deeply into the bedrock to form 
the spectacular canyons. 

Scenic snow and ice-covered  mountain 
peaks reach up to 3,000meters.   

ADVENTURE & CULTURE
Primal Quest participants are modern day adventurers  
who will get a chance to explore the coast and interior 
valleys of British Columbia which were first occupied 
sometime after the last Ice Age. They will  
witness the bountiful environment of  the 
Northwest Coast that provided abundant 
shellfish, salmon, whales and forest 
resources to the First Nations people.

This elaborate culture was symbolized by 
totem poles and potlatch rituals. An elab-
orate gift-giving event  that marked the 
occasion of social gatherings. In 2017, 
Canada’s Adventure Capital Primal Quest 
will be a symbolic potlach event for 
today’s adventurers.
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The ultimate test of endurance. Co-ed teams of 
four trail run, road run, mountain bike, flat water 
and white water paddle, mountaineer, climb and 
rappel, fueled only by their own strength and skills, 
through the back country at ultra distances day and 
night (non-stop) across expansive terrain in an envi-
ronmentally conscious way using only map , com-
pass and the combined skills of their team.

EXPEDITION ADVENTURE RACE

B.C. is an impressively diverse host region that offers 
seemingly endless adventure, with stretches of 
undeveloped coastline and fjords that juxtapose 
against steep mountainous terrain that jut to the sky 
from the sea. 

‘Squamish lives up to its reputation - There is such 
bio diversity and history in this region of coastal 
mountains, the 2017 Primal Quest course demands 
and offers the participants both intense challenge 
and remarkable rewards.’ says Maria Burton – Race 
Director and CAO



North America’s Premier Expedition Adventure Race

The premier Primal Quest 
marked the beginnings of North 
America’s most prestigious 
expedition adventure race. 
Hosted in the majestic & 
merciless Rocky Mountains of 
Colorado. 

TELLURIDE ‘02 
July 7 - 16  

62 Teams     250 Mi

RESULTS 1st Sobe/Smartwool (NZ), 2nd Montrail (US), 3rd GoLite (US)
 

The second edition pitted 80 
teams from around the world 
against the harsh but inspiring  
Sierra Nevada Mountains with 
Lake Tahoe as the stunning 
backdrop.

LAKE TAHOE ‘03 
Sept 5 - 14

80 Teams    457 Mi

RESULTS 1st Nike ACG/Balance Bar (US), 2nd AROC (Aus), 3rd Seagate (NZ)
 

The third edition transported 
adventurers to the dramatic 
Cascade Mountains in the 
challenging Pacific Northwest.

SAN JUAN ‘04 
Sept 19 - 28

56 Teams    407 Mi

RESULTS 1st Nike ACG/Balance Bar (US), 2nd AROC (Aus), 3rd Seagate (NZ)
 

Primal Quest, fifth edition 
challenged with remote, steep 
terrain and over 100,000ft of 
elevation contrasted with raging 
white water. 

BIG SKY ‘08 
June 21 - July 2  

70 Teams     500 Mi

RESULTS 1st Nike (US, 2nd Merrell/Zanfel (US), 3rd Bpnes (US)
 

The fourth edition of Primal 
Quest demanded suffering with 
blistering temperatures through 
the desert with relentless 
conditions.

MOAB ‘06 

RESULTS 1st Nike Powerblad (US), 2nd GoLite Timberland (US), 3rd Merrell Wigwam (US)
 

June 24 - July 4
89 Teams    417 Mi 

The sixth edition included 126, 
646 ft of elevation through the 
remote wilderness of South 
Dakota’s Badlands and Black Hills. 

BADLANDS ‘09 
June 21 - July 2  

37 Teams     600 Mi

RESULTS 1st Sobe/Smartwool (NZ), 2nd Montrail (US), 3rd GoLite (US)
 

Primal Quest, seventh edition 
revisited Tahoe offering arguably 
the toughest challenge with over 
95,000 ft of elevation and 
signature  disciplinary sections. 

LAKE TAHOE ‘15 
Aug 19 -  28  

11 Teams     411 Mi 

RESULTS 1st GODZone(NZ), 2nd Bones (US), 3rd Journey (US)
 

SQUAMISH ‘17 
Sept 5 - 16  

40 Teams     420 Mi 
Primal Quest, eighth edition is 
certain to deliver full adventure 
and exploration in Canada’s 
Adventure Capital and signature 
endurance  rewards. 

RESULTS Tune in!
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Sept 5-16, 2017 Squamish, British Columbia Canada From 2002 to Today, Primal Quest continues to 

produce the most prestigious and arduous team 
challenge. It’s a brutal combination of ultra endurance 
sports combined with mental and emotional fatigue, in 

a trial of human powered adventure.



TEAM EVENT SPONSORSHIP GOLD LEVEL 15K

Team Sponsorship

Team Sponsor TV Feature 

Primal Quest  Event  Product Sponsor

Pre-Event Product Participant Kits & Onsite Race Kits

VIP (2)

Promos/Ads

Onsite Demo & Signage 

Notifications

Promoted Posts

Social Messages

Team  Product Endorsement  & Speaking Engagements


